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ABSTRACT 
A canonical form and a complete set of invariants are obtained for the simultane- 
ous reduction of two complex matrices, one of which is skew symmetric and the other 
Hermitian. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a canonical form and a complete set of invariants are found 
for the simultaneous reduction of two complex matrices S and H, where S is 
skew symmetric and H is Hermitian. Here reduction is used in a classical 
sense that means simpliBcation. We use a technique given by Ju. B. 
Ermolaev in his 1961 Russian language paper [l] entitled “The Simultaneous 
Reduction of Symmetric and Hermitian Forms,” and our indebtedness to his 
paper will be clear to any reader familiar with it. First, a correspondence is 
constructed between complex matrices of order n and real matrices of order 
2n. Then a familiar canonical form for the simultaneous simplification of two 
not necessarily skew symmetric or Hermitian matrices is shown to yield a 
simultaneous reduction of a complex skew matrix and a Hermitian matrix. 
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More precisely, we study ordered pairs (S, H) of square matrices, where 
S is (complex) skew symmetric and H is (complex) Hermitian, under the 
action of the equivalence relation that pairs (S,, H,) and (S,, H,) are equiva- 
lent if and only if there exists a complex nonsingular matrix T such that 
S, = TSIT’ and H, = TH,T*. Here t denotes transposition and * denotes 
transposition combined with complex conjugation. Often a pair (S, H) is 
written as a pencil S - AH, where A is an indeterminate over the complex 
numbers, @. We will develop a canonical form and a complete set of 
invariants describing the equivalence classes within these pencils. 
Let M,,( *) denote the set of n-square matrices over the indicated ring. 
A difficulty is that equivalence is defined by congruence on the skew 
symmetric part of a pencil but by conjunctivity on the Hermitian part. 
Following the idea introduced by Ermolaev, this equivalence problem is 
transformed to a more usual equivalence problem for a pencil of larger 
matrices with entries in the real numbers, [w. The device for achieving this 
begins, as in Ermolaev’s paper, by viewing the algebra M,(@(h)) of matrices 
with entries from the rational function field C(A) as an algebra over [W(A). 
Then an extension algebra M,(C(A))[[] by a quantity 5 satisfying certain 
rules is constructed. Following this, an isomorphism f from M,(C(A))[(] 
into M,,@(A)) is defined so that equivalent pairs (S, H) of matrices in M,(C) 
correspond to equivalent (in a familiar sense) pencils of matrices from 
M,,(Iw). Invoking the well-known theory of pencils of complex matrices, 
applied to M,,(C), and then working back through f-‘, the construction of a 
canonical form for the original complex pencil S - AH is obtained, using 
rather geometric techniques. 
The complete set of invariants for the equivalence classes of the original 
complex pairs (S, H) will consist of minimal indices, elementary divisors, and 
inertial signatures. The first two are the invariants usually encountered with 
pencils (see Gantmacher’s book [2]), and the third always appears when 
Hermitian matrices are involved. In the context of our pencils, the three 
invariants all require explanation in terms of matrices in M,,(IW). 
Ermolaev’s paper, from which we have drawn heavily, was a sequel to an 
earlier investigation by G. Izotov [3]. 
2. PRELIMINARY MATERIAL 
Let us regard the space of column vectors with coefficients in Q=(A) as a 
vector space over R!(A), and on this space define 5 as an R(A)-linear 
transformation mapping a vector to its complex conjugate. By definition 
i = A. The OX(A)-algebra M,(C(A))[e] is then the algebra enveloping 5 and 
M,(@(A)), the elements of the latter regarded as IW(A)-linear transformations. 
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Doing a formal construction, let (A, B) denote an ordered pair of matrices 
A,B from M,&@(h)), so that (A, B)= (A,, B,) if and only if A = A, and 
B=B,. The sum and product of ordered pairs are (A,B)+(A,,B,)= 
(A + A,, B + B,) and (A, BXA,, B,) = (AA, + Bg,, AB, + Bxl), respectively, 
where the bar over a matrix indicates complex conjugation applied to its 
elements. For an element r of 5!(A), the scalar product will be r(A, B) = 
(r-A, rB). 
The ordered pairs of matrices under these operations then form an 
!@A)-algebra in which the special pair (A,O) behaves as A behaves, and so is 
identified with A. Following Ermolaev, define 5 = (0, I>; then 6’ = 
(0, ZXO, Z) = (Z,O) = I. Then (A, B) = (A,O)+(B,OXO, I), SO identify (A, B) 
with A + B(. Also A,$ = (A,OXO, I) = (0, A) = (0, IX&O) = 5x. Now specify 
the action of A + B( on a column vector x over C(A) to be (A + B[kc = 
Ax + BI. 
Suppose that S, - AH, and S, - AH, are equivalent complex pencils, 
where the matrices S, and S, are both skew, and H, and H, are both 
Hermitian. This means that a nonsingular complex matrix T exists such that 
Ss=TS,T and Hz=THIT*. The Sz-AH,~=T(S,-AH,S)T’, and we 
now have a simultaneous complex congruence of S, and H,[ to S, and H,t. 
However, this is not useful, since it occurs within an unfamiliar algebra. To 
make it useful requires a passage to a more familiar setting. 
Define a mapping f from &Z,(C(A>>[~] into M,,(ll%(A)), both being 
algebras over R(A). Let 
f(A+BS)=[;: -tm]+[ ;: -;,][; Jz] 
-A,+B, 1 A,-B, ’ 
where A = A,. + iA,, B = B, + iB,, and A,, A,,,, B,, B, E M,,(lR(A)). The 
subscripts r and m indicate real and imaginary parts. Clearly f is additive, 
and a modestly tedious computation shows it to be multiplicative. Also 
f(r(AXA, B)) = f(r(A)A, r(A)B) = r(A)f((A, B)). Hence f is an algebra ho- 
momorphism. Since the kernel is 0, f is an algebra isomorphism into 
Ms,(IW(A)). Note that [$(A + B[>]’ = f(A* + B’S). 
Prolong f to column vectors x = X, + ix,, over C(A) as 
and then note that f(A + B[)f(x) = f((A + B.$h). 
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The range of f consists only of matrices or vectors with entries in LW(A). 
For A E M,(@(A)l and column n-tuples -r, y, note that 
f(x)‘f(A)f(~) = [ 6 r:,, 
where Re denotes real part. Hence f(x)‘f(A)f(y) = Re x*Ay. 
The computational rules needed below thus are: 
[f(~+~5)]‘=f(A*+Bt5), (A+B+=~+LJ?, At=& 
[f(r)l’f(A)f(~) =Rer*&, f(A + %)f(r) =f((A + Box). 
Note that if (S,, Hi) is equivalent to (S,,H,), then S, - AH,5 = 
T(S, - AH,S)T’, f(S, - AH,51 = f(T>f(S, - AH,S>f(T’) = j-CT> 
f(S, - AH,()f(T)‘. Thus f(S,>- Af(H,t) and f(S,>-- Af(H,[) are equiva- 
lent pencils of real matrices in the usual sense, and therefore equivalent 
pencils of complex matrices. A convenient reference for equivalence of 
pencils “in the usual sense” is Gantmacher’s text [2]. The minimal indices, 
roots, and elementary divisors belonging to the pencil S - AH will now be 
understood to be those of the complex pencil f(S) - Af(Hc). We assume 
familiarity with minimal indices, roots, and elementary divisors of two 
complex matrices, as in [2]. 
The law of inertia must of course play a role, since H, and H, are to be 
conjunctive Hermitian matrices. In the context of pencils involving a Hermi- 
tian matrix, the usual structure is that certain elementary divisors are given a 
plus or minus sign, called the inertial signature of the elementary divisor, and 
this signature cannot be changed under reduction. This will be the case here, 
too, so that the inertial signatures (as well as the minimal indices, roots, and 
elementary divisors) for the pencil S, - AH, will need to coincide with those 
for the pencil S, - AH, if the pencils are to be equivalent. 
3. THE THEOREMS 
We will prove the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let S, and S, be complex skew symmetric matrices, H, and 
H, complex Hermitian matrices, all of the same size, and A an indeterminate 
over C. Then the pencils S, - AH, and S, - AH, are equivalent if and only if 
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they have the same minimal indices, the same roots, and the same elementary 
divisors (including signatures when present) belonging to the roots. The 
elementary divisors carrying signatures are those of even degree for the 
infinite root, those of odd degree for the zero root, and all fm the purely 
imaginary roots. 
In order to describe the various matrix forms concisely, notation is 
needed for frequently used blocks. Let Or,,,, be the p x p zero matrix, and 0, 
be the column p-tuple with all entries zero. Take 
1 
Dr = 
-1 L. I 
to be p X p with all entries zero except for alternating 1, - 1 entries on the 
main secondary diagonal, and take 
to be p X p with all entries zero except for alternating 1, - 1 entries on 
secondary diagonal just below (above) the principal secondary diagonal. 
Finally, let 
be the column p-tuple with all entries zero, except for the last as shown, 
Set k = l/A, as usual, for convenience when discussing the infinite root 
of a pencil. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a complex skew symmetric matrix, H a complex 
Hermitian matrix, and A an indeterminate over C. Then a nonsingular 
complex matrix T exists such that TST t - ATHT* is a direct sum of blocks of 
various types as follows, for values of p, cy, a, b, and E uniquely specified by 
SandH. 
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(a> Corresponding to two column minimal indices p, p and two row 
minimal indices p, p of f(S)- Af(He), there is a (2p + l)X(2p + 1) block 
(b) Corresponding to each pair of elementary divisors t.~r’, t.~r) of f(S) - 
Af(He) for its root infinity, with p even, there is a p x p block 
4q, + A$), &=fl, 
and corresponding to each quadruple of elementary divisors ~p,pi’,~r’, 1; of 
f(S)- Af(H[) for th e m ma e ’ f ‘t root, with p odd, there is a 2p X2p block 
cc> Corresponding to each pair of elementary divisors A”, A” of f(S)- 
A f(H() for its .zero root, with p odd, there is a p X p block 
&( - L, - q,), &=_+l, 
and for each quadruple of elementary divisors A”, A”, A”, A” off(S) - A f(H[) 
for the zero root, with p even, there is a 2p X 2p block 
(d) Corresponding to each elementary divisor quadruple (1 - ha)“, 
(l- AajP,(l+ AajP,(l+ Aa)r off(S)- Af(Ht) for ajnite real nonzero root 
a-‘, there is a 2p x2p block 
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(e) Corresponding to each elementary divisor octuple 
(l- Acg,(l- ha)P,(l+ hay,(l+ hay, 
(l- AE)P,(l- AZ)P,(l+ AZ)P,(l+ ACy)P, 
off(S)- Af(Ho fbr a complex root a-‘, with (Y = a + bi and nonzero real a 
and b, there is a 4p x4p block 
0 -A pxfJ 0 PXP 0 PXP 
ED; - L; 
EDP - L, 0 
PXP 
0 
PXP 
0 . 
PXP 
0 
PXP ‘yD,-L, 
0 
PXP 
0 
PXP 1 
(f) Corresponding to each elementary divisor quadruple (I- AalP, 
(l- Aa)P,(l+ Aa)P,(l+ AajP off(S)-- Af(Ht) fbr a purely imaginary root 
(Y- l with (I! = bi and real b + 0, for odd p there is a 2p X 2p block 
i 
0 
PXP 
0 
PXP 
cxD;- L; 0 
PXP 
with E = f 1, and for even p a block 
with e = +- 1. 
Minimal indices and elementary divisors occur only in the configurations 
described in (a)-(f). 
The inertial signatures are the quantities E = * 1. 
We prove Theorem 2 by repeatedly transforming S and H into the direct 
sum of a canonical pair of blocks and a matrix pair smaller than (S, H). The 
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various blocks are introduced in a specific order, those belonging to minimal 
indices occurring first. 
4. MINIMAL INDICES 
Let f(S)- Af(HS) h ave p as a column minimal index. This means there 
is a vector x(A) = r0 + x,h + . * * + x,,A” with constant vector coefficients xi 
for which x0 # 0 # xp such that [f(S)- Af(H()]f(x(A)) = 0. If we let Z(h) 
denote X0 + ?,A + . . * + ?,,A”, and recall the properties of f, then %(A)- 
AH?(A) = 0. Comparing powers of A, we get equations involving a chain of 
vectors x,), . . , xl, that characterize a column minimal index p: 
Sr,, = 0, Srj=HXi_, for i=l,..., p, and HX,,=O. 
Note that the existence of a row minimal index p implies that there is a 
vector y(A) = ya + y,A + . . . + y,A” with y. # 0 f yr, such that [f(S)- 
Af(Ht)]‘f(y(A)) = 0. Equivalently, f(S* - AH’()f(y(A)) = 0. Hence Sy(A) 
+ AHy(A) = 0. Comparing powers of A, we get equations characterizing a 
row minimal index p: 
Sij” = 0, -SY,=Hy,_, for i=1,2 ,..., p, and Hy,=O. 
Consequently, if x(A) is a vector corresponding to a column minimal 
index p for f(S) - Af(Ht), then y(A) = X( - A) is a vector corresponding to 
a row minimal index p for the same pencil f(S)- Af(H(). Hence, if 
f(S) - Af(HS) h as a column minimal index p, it also has a row minimal 
index p. 
Suppose that f(S)- Af(Ht) h as a column minimal index, and let p the 
least of its possibly several minimal indices. Let a corresponding vector be 
x(A)=x,+r,A+ ... + x,,A” where x0 # 0 # xr,. We show that there exists 
a chain of vectors y,, yZ,. . , y,, such that 
SY, =@k-, for k=2,...,p and xbSyi=l. 
Note that Syk = Hgk_, is equivalent to f<S>f<yk> = f(H[>f(yk_,l, and 
x;Sy, = 1 implies that Re x;Sy, = f(F,>‘f<S)f( yi> = 1. If we can find a chain 
of vectors yi such that f(Z,>‘f<S>f(y,> = 1 w;Sy, # 1, we need only 
multiply yi by l/niSy, (for odd i) or by l/x:,Sy, (for even i) to obtain a 
chain y( satisfying the supplementary condition x:Sy; = 1. Hence the exis- 
tence of a chain of vectors yi, ys,. . . , y,, with the subsidiary condition 
x;Sy, = 1 is equivalent to the solvability of a system of equations with the 
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matrix form 
* ! 21 iI = f(M) -f(S) z; 
283 
0 
0 . 
:I 1 
Note that the coefficient matrix has (p - 1x271) + 1 rows and p(2n) columns. 
Our system is solvable if the coeffkient matrix has independent rows. Row 
dependence would imply that 
X 
f(W) -f(S) 
f&5) -f(S) 
fG,m) 
where r is a real constant, and where at least 
YP_2’YP_3,.‘.1 Y,, or scalar r is nonzero. Equivalently, 
one of the vectors 
f(Y,-$fW5) + cf(:p)‘f(S) = 0, 
- f(Y,-z)‘fW +f(Y,-,)‘fW = 0, 
-f(Y,)‘f(S) +f(%)‘f(H5) = 0, 
-fUd”fW = 0. 
Transposing and applying f- ' yields 
HYp_2 -s(rX,) = 0, 
sYp_2 + HYp_3 = 0, 
sy,+m, = 0, 
SY, = 0. 
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Now let Y,_ 1 = - E,, and take conjugates to deduce the row minimal index 
conditions: 
si;, = 0, -SYi=HYi_r, i=l,..., p-l, and HY,_,=O. 
Since these conditions correspond to a row minimal index less than p, we 
have reached a contradiction, because p was chosen as the smallest column, 
and therefore row, minimal index. Hence our system is solvable for 
Zr,Z 2,“” zP. 
Now construct the matrix with (i, j) entry 
YfsYj for i,j=l,..., p, 
YfSxj-(p+l) for i=l ,..., p, j=p+l,p+2,...,2p+l, 
Xf-(p+ IjsYj for i=p+l,p+2 ,..., 2p+l, j=l,2 ,..., p, 
Xf-(p+l)SXj-(p+l) for i,j=p+l,p+2 ,..., 2p+l, 
and call this matrix the S Gram matrix based on y,, yz,. . , Y,,, x0, x1,. . . , xP. 
We have the following relations on its elements: 
yfSx, = yf(0) = 0 for i=l >...>p, 
x;sxj = - xjtsx, =0 for j = O,...,p, 
x:Sx, = - x;Sxi = - x;HFi_, = - x;_,HE, = 0 for i=l ,..*,p, 
yf~x, = - x;sy, = - x;Hi&_, = - yf-,HZp = 0 for i=2,...,p, 
Y’SYj = Y:&j_,= Yj_,mi = Yj-lsYi+, = - Yf+ISYj-1 
for i = 1,2 ,..., p-l and j=2 ,... .p, 
for i = 1 ,..., p-l and j=l,..., p, 
x:Sxj = x~HF~_~ = x;_~HF~ = x;_$x,+~ = - x;+$x~_~ 
for i=o,1 ,..., p-l and j=l,..., p. 
Using these relations, the skew symmetry of S, and x:Sy, = 1, the S Gram 
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matrix on Y,, y,, . . . , yp, x0, x1,. . . , xp takes the form 
-i 
0 b - 
-a :b . . 
b . . . 
_‘b . . . . . . . . . I OP - 0, 
0 0; 
OP OPXP 
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a,b,... ER. 
We perform a basis change to simplify this matrix. We define vectors ui 
to replace the yi and such that u:Suj = 0 for i, j = 1, . . . , p and also such that 
u’,fi,=O. Let hkj=hk_l,j_l be real constants for j,k =l,...,p, and 
define uj = yj - ~[~, Ajkxk. We first check to see that these ui satisfy the 
chain conditions: 
P--l 
&_1- c Ai-l,jxj 
j=O 
=HZi_, (use IED=O). 
Also, ur satisfies the subsidiary condition 
Aljx;Sxj = x;Sy, = 1. 
To make all entries of the form u@, = 0, it suffices to choose the Aij 
such that u:Su,, = 0 for k = 1,2,. . . , and such that u~SU,~ = 0 if p is odd, or 
ufpS~~~_r=O if p is even, for k=l,Z,.... Let us use u~SU~~=O to 
determine a real value for A2k,p: 
e42k = y$~,~ - i A2k,iy;Sxi - 5 A,j~fSy2k + i AUA2k,ixfSri 
i==O j-0 i,j=O 
= Y:sY,k + h2k,p + h,p+l-2k +o = Y$Y,k +2h2k,p = 0, 
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which is solvable for real hek,p, since y:SyZk is real. Hence we can choose 
A sk p to make u:Su,, = 0 for k = 1,2,. . . , i(p - 1) for p odd, or for k = 
1,2:..., +p for p even. 
Now assume that p is odd. Then the skew symmetry of S gives u;Su, = 
fJt su, = u;,su, = * . . = u’,Su, = 0. We proceed to determine hij to make 
~!Sus~ = 0 for k = 1,2,. . . : 
P P P 
uL,su,, = yiSy,k - C A,k,iYiSxi - C A,jxfSY,k + C A,jAzk,ixfSxi 
i=O j=O i,j=O 
= y~Sy,k+A~k,,+Ap,p+,_-2k+O=~fiS~e~+2~,~,1=~~ 
We may solve this equation for real AZk, r, since yiSysk is real. This process 
does not involve any As.k,p, since the Ask,, and the A2k,p lie on different 
diagonals in the matrix [Aij]. The case for p even is analogous, except that 
we set ~kS~a~_r = yiSyak_, -2Ask_r,r =0 by solving for real Ask_r,r. 
However, the condition u;Su,, = 0 requires 2A,, = - y:Sy,,, and the condi- 
tion z$Su, = 0 requires 2A,, = y;Sy,. Although A,, and A,, are on the same 
diagonal in the matrix [Aij], there is no conflict, since - y:Sy, = y;Sy,. 
Now we may assume that all entries of the form u:Suj are zero. 
We also wish to have u;HZ, = 0: 
p-1 
u;HTi, = y;,Hjj,- c Apky;HXk - i Apjx;fi,,f fl: A,,j~jp~‘A,kEii 
k=O j=O j=O k=O 
p-1 p - 1 
= YLH-Yp- C ApkYiSXk+l- C 'pjYLHFj 
k=O j=O 
p - 1 
$- k Apjxj C ApkSXk+l 
j=O k = o 
p - 1 
= y;H& +( -l)P-lA,, - c A, y;,Sxj+, +0 
j=O 
= y;,H-y,+( -l)P-lApO+( -l)P-lApO 
= y;H-y,,+2(-1)P-1Ap,=0. 
Since yiH-yP is real, we may solve for real A,,,. 
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Wemaynowassumethatthe S Grammatrixon yl,y2,...,y,,xo,x1,...,~~ 
has the form 
By using the chain equations Sx, = 0, Sx, = HZi_ 1 for i = 1,. . . , p, EP = 0, 
SY,=H&_~ for k=2,..., p, together with x;Sy, = 1, yiHP = 0, and the 
form of the S Gram matrix, the corresponding H Gram matrix (the matrix 
with entries y,!HIjj, y:HZ,, . . .> is found to be 
We have now obtained blocks as shown in part (a) of Theorem 2. It 
remains to show that we may get a direct sum decomposition (a splitting) in 
both the S and the H Gram matrices. First we claim that 
Yl,. . . > yP, x0, xi,. . . , x,, are linearly independent over @. Suppose that 
c,x,+c,r,+ .* . + cPxp + dry, + . * - + d,,yr, = 0. 
Multiplying on the left by x:S yields d,_i+l = 0 for i = 1,. . . , p, and multi- 
plying on the left by y:S yields c,,_~+ i = 0 for i = 1,. . . , p. Thus our equation 
reduces to coxo = 0. Since x0 # 0, we have co = 0, and hence 
Yi,..., yp, x0, xl,. . . , xp are linearly independent. 
Let V be the subspace spanned by yi,. . . , y,. x0, x1,. . . , x,,, and let W, be 
the subspace orthogonal to yi,. . . , yP, xi,. . . , xp with respect to the S inner 
product. Since Sx, = 0, we have x0 E W,. Let W, be the subspace orthogo- 
nal to yi ,. . . , yP, x0, xi,. . . , x~_~ with respect to the H inner product. Since 
HZ,, = 0, we have xP E W,. Let W = W, n W,. Then W, being contained in 
both W, and W,, is orthogonal to yi,. . . , yP, x1,. . . , xp with respect to the S 
inner product, and orthogonal to yl,...,yP,xo,xi,...,xP_l with respect to 
the H inner product. We claim that W is orthogonal to U with respect to 
both the S and the H inner products. Let w E W. Then wtSy, = 0 for 
i=l,..., p, since w E W,; w’Sxi = 0 for i = l,..., p, since w E W,; wtSxo = 0; 
w’Hij,=O for i=l,..., p, since WEW~; w’HZi=O for i=O,l,..., p-l, 
since w E W,; and w’HZ,, = 0. This proves the claim. 
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To show splitting, it now remains to show that the whole space V, = UCB W. 
We first show that W, = W@ (r,,). Note that this last sum is direct, since 
x,,eWa because ~~H~r=(-l)~#0. Let w,~Wi, and set w=w,+ 
(- l)p-l(w~ffij,)r,. Then 
wt.%, =w;sx, +( -l)‘-‘(w;Kyp)X~sXi =o+o=o 
for i = 1,. ., p. Hence w E W,. Now note that 
w’HXi = wfSxi+ 1 = 0 for i=O,...,p-1, 
wfHijj = w’Sy,+, = 0 for i=l ,...,p-1, 
w’HiJ,=w#ij,+(-l)P-’ (w;H&,)(x;H&) = w;H-y,, - w:H@, = 0. 
Hence w E W, and so w E W, f~ W, = W. Therefore given any wr E W,, we 
can write wi = w +(scalar)xO, which is an element of W@ (x0). (The 
symbol (*) denotes the space spanned by the enclosed vectors.) Now we 
have 
and hence W, = W8 (x,). Owing to the nonsingular form of the S Gram 
matrix on yi ,..., y,,x, ,..., xP, we have W,n(y, ,..., y,,x, ,..., x,)=0, SO 
that V,= (yI,...,yp,rl,...,xp)~W~= (yl,...,y,,r,,...,x,)~Wb(x,) = 
(Y l,...,yp_lra,xl,..‘, rP) @W = U@W. That is, the desired splitting of T’ST 
and T ‘HT for a suitable nonsingular matrix T is achieved. Now rename 
TtST and T “HT as S and H, respectively. 
We may repeat this argument until all blocks belonging to minimal 
indices have been split away as direct summands, and the residual block does 
not have a minimal index. 
5. ELEMENTARY DIVISORS FOR ROOT INFINITY 
Assume now that f(S)- Af(Hf) h as no minimal indices, but has an 
elementary divisor /_LP, where p > 0 is the lowest of the degrees of the 
several possible elementary divisors belonging to the infinite root. Since f(S) 
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and f(H() are real matrices, there exist real nonsingular matrices U and V 
such that U[pf(S) - f(H()lV is in canonical form. Hence corresponding to 
FP there is a p X p block in Uf<S)V and in Uf(H()V of the form 
1 
1 I ... 1 I I and 
0 1 
0 * 
* 1 
0 
respectively. Letting e,, ea, . . . , e,, be standard column unit vectors, upon 
setting zi = Vei, i = 1,. . . , p, we have 
f(S)~,_,=f(Nr)z,,..., f(S)% =f(H!+,, 0 = f(HS)z,. 
Setting xi = f ‘(zi), we obtain chain equations for the complex vectors xi: 
If?r=O, IEa=sx,,..., fit,=sx,_,. 
Note that eiUf(Hr)V= 0 and eiUf(S)Ve, # 0. Let e;U = f<jj,)‘. Then 
f(ijr)“f(H() = 0, hence f(H[)‘f(y,) = f(H’yr) = 0, and therefore 
Also 0 # eiUf(S)Ve, = f<ij,)“f(S)f(x,), implying that 
Re y:Sx, # 0. 
The xi are clearly independent over [w. We show they are independent 
over C. Let 9 be minimal such that rqtl = h,x, + A,x, + . - * + A,x, for 
complex scalars Ai. Since x, is nonzero, 9 > 0. Define wr,wa ,..., wq as 
follows: 
wr = xq - &Xl - X3x2 - . * * - XqXg_-l, 
wa = x4-r - A,r, - A,x, - . . * - A,x,_, 
wq-r = x2 -x,x, (even 9) or wq-r = x2 - A,x, (odd 9X 
wq = x,. 
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Since q is minimal, the wi are nonzero. We now show that wi,wa,.. ., w,, 
induce a minimal index condition, a contradiction, by calculating as follows: 
SW, = s(x, -x2x, - *. . - AqXq_,) 
= +<,+1 - x,x1 - h,?, - . . . - h,x,,) = 0 (HF,=O), 
SW, = s(x,+l_i - ;ii+$, - . . . - A,x,_i), (odd i) 
=H(gq+~-i -A,?, -&+,X2- ... -&F,+l_i) (HF, =0) 
= HiZ_,, 
Hence we have the minimal index conditions 
sw,=o, SW, = HiiSk_,> k=2 ,..., q and fi,,=O, 
and this is a contradiction. Thus the ri must be independent. 
Assume that p is even. We claim there exists a chain of vectors 
x,,xa ,..., x,, suchthat HX1=O, HZk=Sxk_, for k=2 ,..., p,and r~Sxr,#O. 
If x:Sx, is nonzero for the vectors xi constructed at the start of this section, 
then nothing needs proving. So suppose that x;Sx,, = 0 for these xi. We 
construct a chain beginning with the vector yi for which &i = 0 and 
Re YiSx, # 0. Its length will be y > p, since p was minimal. If YISY, # 0, we 
have the desired chain. Suppose that y:Sy,, = 0. Since yfSxj = yfHFj,, 
=Xf+l~i=x,:+,Syi_,= -yt_lSxj+,, 
y;sxj = - y:_lsxj+, , i=2 )...) p, j=l,..., p-l. 
Hence y:,Sx,=(- l)P-lyfSXplP-l) (conjugation repeated p - 1 times). Since 
S is skew, yr!,Sx, = - x:Sy,, so that 
XISY, = y:sx,, > 
because p is even. Now let zk = xk + yk for k = 1,2,. . . , p. Then clearly 
HZ, = 0, HZ, = SZ~_~ for k = 2, . . ., p, and z~SZ, = x;Sy, + y;Sx,, = y:Sx,+ 
Y :Sx, = 2Re ~:SX,~ # 0. If we rename each zi as an xi, we have the desired 
chain. 
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We now consider the matrix, called the S Gram matrix, with x:Sxj as 
(i,j) entry, for i,j=l,..., p. Note that x:Sxj = x:Ej+i =xf+iE,= 0 for 
j=l , . . . , p - 1, implying that the entries in positions (1, l), . . . , (1, p - 1) are 
zero. Also xfSxj = xfHZj+i =~f+iHZ~=xf+~Sx~_,= -x:_iSxj+i, which im- 
plies that the cross (secondary) diagonals are composed of entries alternating 
signs and conjugation. Invoking skew symmetry, the S Gram matrix for even 
p therefore has the form 
1-c o ~~ i _: !I, c,b,c,...ER a+O. 
We now construct a new string of vectors yi in order to simplify this 
matrix, setting 
yi = ‘,_i+,xl+ hp-i+2Xa + ’ ” + A,xi, i=l >...’ PT 
where the scalars Ai are real. Then the yi satisfy the chain conditions, since 
fi, = A,HZl = 0, 
&i = A,_i+iHZi + A,,_i+aHZa + * *. + A,HZi 
= A,_i+2Sx, + . - . + A,,SX,_~ = SY,_~. 
Applying the arguments leading to the matrix above yields y:Sy, = y:SyP = 
. . . = yLSyp = 0. Set A,_, = A,_, = . * - = A, = 0. We wish to choose A,, so 
that y:Sy, = E = f 1: 
y$yp = (A,x$S(A~X, + . -. + A,x,) = A;x;Sx, # 0. 
We may clearly choose A,, real to make y;Syr = E = + 1. For k >/ 1 with 
2k + l< p we now determine Ap_ak so that yik+,SyP = 0: 
y;k+iS~r = (A,-,kri + Ap-Xk-i)r3 + * * * + +u+$ 
X S(A,r, + . * * + A,x,). 
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The coefficient of hp_sk is 2h,x:Sx, # 0, using ~~~+rSx,_s~ = xiSx,, and 
the remaining terms are real, involving Ap_sk+ r, . . . , A,. Hence we can solve 
for hp-sk in order that y.& + rSy, = 0. 
Now we may assume that the S 
is 
E’ 
--E 
I:* 
Gram matrix on yr, ys, . . . , yp for p even 
= ED,,, .5=&l. 
To determine the H Gram matrix on yr, ys,. . ., y,,, recall that Ffy, = 0, 
implying that the first row and column have all zero entries, and that 
yiHyj = y:Syj_,, implying that column j in the H Gram matrix is the same 
as column j - 1 in the S Gram matrix. Therefore the H Gram matrix on 
y1>y2,...> y, has the form 
=-EL 
P’ 
Let U= (y,,y,,..., y,), and take V be the subspace orthogonal to U 
under the S inner product. Since the S Gram matrix on yr,. . ., y,, is 
nonsingular, V has dimension n - p. Owing to the orthogonality properties 
of the yi evident from the S Gram matrix, V n U = 0. Hence V is an 
orthogonal complement to V with respect to the S inner product. We show 
that V is also orthogonal to U with respect to the H inner product, Let 
21 E V. Then o’Qi+r = ufSy, = 0 for i = 1,. . . , p - 1. We know that u”I@r = 0, 
since I@r = 0. Augmenting the yi with a basis for V, we get a basis for the 
full space that splits the blocks ED,, and - sLp displayed above from S 
and H. 
Now let p be odd. Recall that p is the minimal length for chains 
satisfying E, = 0 and HZ, = Sxk_ ,, k = 2,. . . , p, and that there exists a 
nonzero vector yr such that y:Sx, # 0. Multiplication of yr by a constant 
allows us to assume that y:Sx, = 1. Beginning with yr, we construct a chain 
of vectors yi such that Hij, = Syk_,, k = 2,. . . ,9. Since p is minimal, we 
have 9 B p. 
We construct the S Gram matrix on rr, x2,. . . , x2, yl, y2,. . . , yP. Note that 
x fSxj = x fHFj+, =x;+, HFi=xj+,Sxi_,= -xf_,S~~,.~ and hence 
x;sxj = - xf_lSxj+l , i=2 ,..., p, j=l,..., p-l. 
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Similarly, 
YfsYj = - Yf-lSYj+l ) xt’syj = - 3cf-,Syj+l, y;srj = - yf_,Sxj+l ) 
i=2 ,...) p, j=l,..., p - 1. Thus the cross diagonal elements in each of the 
blocks of the S Gram matrix 
S 11 - % 
[ 1 S 21 S 22 
alternate in sign and conjugation. Note that xiSxj = x~HF~+~ =xJ+rE,= 0 
and hence xiSxj=O for j=1,2,...,p-1. Similarly y:Syj=O, xiSyj=O, 
y~Sx,=Oforj=1,2 ,..., p-l. 
These conditions and skew symmetry yield an S Gram matrix in which 
0 
0 
S,, = 
0 -a Fi 
I i 
0 b ’ 
a,b,... ER, 
0 -a ; -0b 0 
. . . . , . 
s21 = 
1 
-1 x 
1 -f y 
-1 x -ij z 
1 -x y -3 w 
. . . . . . 
x,y,... EC, 
and S,, has a structure similar to that of S,,. 
We change basis in order to simplify S,, and S,,. Define vectors zi to 
replace the yi by 
z1= A,Y,, 
22 = &--1Y1+ h,Y,, 
zp = A,Y, + &Y, f *. * + A,y,, 
where the Ai are complex constants. Note that the zi do form a new chain 
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(for even i replace each Aj with Aj): 
HZ, = &Hi& = 0, 
= A,_i+2Sy, + . . . + A,,Syi_l = sql ( i odd) 
We now determine the hi to give the S,, block arising from the .zi chain 
a simplified form. We set A,, = 1, and then have zESx,, = 1. We proceed to 
determine the other Ai such that z;Sx,, = z~SX,~ = . *. = .z~,Sxr, = 0. Having 
determined A,,, A, _ r, . . , Ap_k+2 so that z;Sr, = 0 ,..., z:_,Sx,=O, we use 
ziSrr, = 0 to determine A,_k+, from 
(hp-k+lY1 i- . . * + ~,,Y~)~SX~~ = 0 or (A,7-k+ly1 + . . . + A,yk)‘Sx,, = 0. 
Since the coefficient of A,,_k+l or Ar,_k+, is y;Sx,, = 1, we may solve for 
Ap-k+l. 
Thus we may now assume that the block S,, in the S Gram matrix based 
on ~,,“~,...,“,~,y~,y~,..., y,, has the form shown above with x = y = .z = w 
= . . . =O, 
Our next step is to simplify the S,, block. We form vectors 
wi = A p-i+lxl + . ’ ’ + Apxi + PCLp-iflY + ” ’ + PpYi, 
to replace the xi, with pi, Ai real for i = 1,. . ., p. Since 
~,=A,,Hx,+~.,~,=O+O=O, 
Hii& = A,_i+,HF, + . '. + A,HFi + /J~_~+~H& + . . . + /Qliji 
= A,_i+2Sx, + . * . + h,,Sx,_, + /.LP_i+2sy, + . . . + p,,syi_, = SW,_1 
for i = 2,. . . , p, the wi form a chain. Skew symmetry and the chain conditions 
yield wiSwP = w;Sw, = * . . =wLSw,=O. Set ~Lp=~P_2=~P_-4= .** = 
/.L, = AP_r = A,_, = . . * = A, = 0. 
Choosing A, = 1, we get w;Sy, = - 1, since xiSy,, = - 1. After determin- 
ing real values for A,, A,_,, A,-,, . . . , A,,-z~+z, P,,--l, ~~-3, 
&,-5,**..~p-2k+3. we wish to choose real values for hp_2k and pp-2k+ r so 
that wbkSwp = wkkSy, = 0. We have wikSyP = 0 automatically, since the 
coefficients of zr,y2,y4’...‘y,,-r m W2k are zero and only these vectors can 
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have nonzero S inner product with yP (The S inner products x:Sy,, i > 1, 
vanish owing to the simplification of S,, above.) This shows that part of the 
simplified structure of S,, is preserved if the ri are replaced by wi. We use 
the p-coefficients to simplify S,, and the h-coefficients to retain the rest of 
the simplification of S,,. Let us find pp_ak+i using wikSwP = 0: 
XS(A,x, + * *. + A,x, + ~2~2 + *. . + CL~--IY~-~) 
= $,Pp-~k+,X~kSy,-~k+~ + ~p_-ek+lApy~S~p +real known terms 
= 2~~_~~+, +real known terms. 
We now choose a real value for CL,, _ak+ 1 so that t&SwP = 0. To determine 
‘p-Zk’ we require Wkk+lSy, to be 0 in order to preserve the rest of the 
structure of S,,: 
w;k+lsy, = b&k% + “. + +a+, + pup-2k+lY2 + . *. + b+Y,khp 
= A,_2k~~Sy,, +real known terms. 
Since xESy, = - 1, we may solve for Ap_ak so that wik+iSy, = 0. 
We may now assume that the S Gram matrix on ri,. . .,x,,, yl,. . . , yp has 
block S,, = 0, and all elements x, y, Z, w,. . . are zero in the display above for 
S,,. However, block S,, (which has the structure shown above for S,,) may 
still have some undesired nonzero elements. In order to control these 
elements we now introduce vectors zi to replace the yi: 
z1= Yl zi= Y~+A,_~+,x~+ *.a +Ap-iri_i, i=2,...,~, 
where the Ai are real. The zi do satisfy the chain conditions: 
HZ,= Hy, = 0, 
=i = Gi + A,_i+iHZl+ . * * + A,-iHzi-i 
= Sy,_i + A,_,+2Sxi + . . . + A,_,Sxi-a = Szi-i, i=2 ,...,p. 
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We set A, = A, = A, = . . * = A,_, = 0. By skew symmetry and the chain 
conditions, .ziSz, = .zlSz, = . * . = z$z,, = 0. Note that z;Sx,, = y;Sx,, = 1, 
and .ziSx, = yfSx, = 0 for i > 1, so the structure of S,, is preserved. To 
determine hp_ak + r, we require that z&S.zr, vanish. Expanding, and using 
induction on k, 
xS(y,,+A,x,+ *.. +A,_,x,_,) 
= known real values-2A,,_sk+,. 
We may clearly solve for a real A,,_zk+ 1 so that z.&Szp = 0. 
Thus, after a basis change to force S,, = D,, two further basis changes 
produce S r r = 0 and S,, = 0. Thus we assume that the S Gram matrix on 
x1,x a>...,xp,y1,y2 ,..., y,, has the form 
This is the form specified in Theorem 2 (since 0; = D,, for odd ~1. 
Using the chain conditions Hi!, = 0, HXk = Sxl;_ 1, H-y, = 0, H& = Sy,- 1 
for k = 2,. . . , p, and the form of the S Gram matrix, the H Gram matrix on 
x1, x2,. . . , x,,, yl, yzP.. . , yr, is 
This also is the form specified in Theorem 2. 
Let V be the subspace orthogonal under the S inner product to V = 
(x1, x2,. . . , xv> y1> yz>. . > y,). From the form of the S Gram matrix, V n V = 0, 
and V is an orthogonal complement to V. Let u E V. Then u’HZi = ZI’SX~_~ = 
0 for i = 2,..., p, and I_I~~~=TI~S~,_,=O for i=2,...,p. Also v’HXl= 
o’Hijl = 0. Hence V is also the orthogonal complement to V with respect to 
the H inner product. Thus we get a direct sum splitting of both S and H 
under a suitable basis. 
Repeating the argument, after splitting away all blocks belonging to 
minimal indices, we step by step split off blocks belonging to elementary 
divisors for root infinity, until infinity no longer remains as a root. 
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6. ELEMENTARY DIVISORS FOR ROOT 0 
We now assume that f(S)- Af(Ht) has no minimal indices and no 
elementary divisors for root infinity. Suppose that f(S)- Af(Zf,$) has at least 
one elementary divisor AP with p > 0, and fix p to be the least of these 
exponents. Then real and nonsingular matrices V and V exist such that 
VW3 - AfWS))V h as a p X p Jordan block for root zero. Hence in rrf<S)V 
and V’(HS)V, respectively, we have p X p blocks 
I and 
1 
1 
Then VfWVe, = 0, VfWVe, = Vf(H()Ve,_,, k = 2,.. .,p, where the e, are 
the usual column unit vectors. Let zi =Ve,, and define xi by f(x,>= zi for 
i - 1,. . . , p. Then 
sx, = 0, SX~=HZ~_~, k=2,...,p. 
Let &)= V’e,. Noting that e~VfWV= 0 and eLUfWS)Ve, # 0, we get 
SY, = 0, Re yWp = f(ih)“f(~5)f(~,) +0. 
The xi, being inverse images under f of linearly independent vectors, 
must be linearly independent over [w. In fact they are linearly independent 
over @. If not, let 9 be minimal such that xq+l = A,x,+ * * * + Aqxq for 
scalars A,,..., A,, and define w~,...,w, by 
xi - A q+Z-ix1 -A q+342 - * * * -Aqxi-1 (9-i odd), 
w, = 
*i -1 q+2-ix1 -X 9+3_ix2 - ‘. * -xqxi-, (9-i even), 
i=l,..., 9. In particular, w1= x1. Then 
SW, = 0, Sw(=HIZ,_1 for 1:=2 ,..., 9, HIi&=o. 
Since 9 was minimal, wt # 0 for i = 1,2,. . . ,9, and thus a chain belonging to 
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a minimal index has been found, a contradiction. Hence the xi are indepen- 
dent over @. 
Let p be odd. We seek a chain zI,s2 ,..., zr, such that Sz, = 0, Sz, = 
lEk_, for k =2 ,..., p, and z:HZ,, # 0. If x:HZ, # 0, we have the desired 
chain, so assume x:HZ, = 0. The vector y, found above with Sy, = 0 and 
Re yiHzitP # 0 begins another chain with length 9 > p. If yim,) # 0, we have 
the desired chain. Let y:Hi~,, = 0. Since yfHFj = y!Srj+, = - ~l+~Sy, = 
- xf+,H-yi_, = -yi_,HFj+,, we have 
y;HFj = - y;_ ,HT& for i=2 a...> p, j=l,..., p-l. 
Thus 
-(p - 1) 
y;HXl = ( -l)“-’ y;HF, = y:H:,, 
since p is odd. Hence 
Let zi = xi + yi. Then z:HZ,, = x:Hij, + y:HZ,, = y:H?,, + yiHZ,> = 
2Re yfHTP # 0. Hence z:HZ,, is real and nonzero. Applying the formula just 
displayed for different chains to two copies of the same chain, we see that 
x~H?Z,, =rtHF,, and y:Hg, = y:Hjj,,, so that if either xiHTr, f 0 or y:Hij, # 0, 
they must also be real and nonzero. 
Thus we may assume that we have x,, x,, . . , xr, such that Sx, = 0, 
Sx, = Hftk_, for k = 2,. . , p, and x:HZ, is real and nonzero. Since 
xfHZj = - ~f_~Hjr.~+, for i=2 ,...) p, j=l,..., p-1, 
the cross diagonals in the H Gram matrix based on xl, x2,. . . , xr, are 
composed of elements alternating sign and conjugation. Note that x~H?~ = 
X;SX k+l = -x~+,Sx,=O for k=l,...,p-1. Since the H Gram matrix on 
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X1,X 2,. . . , x, is Hermitian, we find for p odd that it has the form 
c -a l 1 
I l a,b,c ,... EIR, a + 0. -a a 0 b 0 . . . . . 
To simplify this matrix, change basis, defining vectors yi to replace the xi 
by 
yi = /&*+1X1 + h,_i+exe + *. * + A&, 
where the hi are real scalars, i = 1,. . . , p. Then the chain conditions Sy, = 0 
and Syi=Hiji_i for i=2,..., p hold. We may choose A, such that y :Hij, = 
.s = + 1, since 
and xiHZP is nonzero and real. For any real choice of the hi we have 
y;Hij, = y:Hy, = . . * = 0. Set A,,_, = A,_, = A,_, = *. . = A, = 0; we wish 
to choose the remaining real Ai so that yhl!@, = y:Hy, = * * . = y;Hy, = 0. 
Working recursively, we determine AP_ak from yhk+,Hjjp = 0. Since 
Y&+~H~, = 2A,A,_,,rfHZ, +real known terms, 
the recursive computation is possible. 
We may now assume that the H Gram matrix on xi, x2,. . ., x,, has the 
form ED,,, with E = + 1. Noting that Sx, = Hgi _ 1 and Sx, = 0, we then see 
that the S Gram matrix on x1, x2,. . . , x,, (for odd p) is - EL,,. 
To show that the S and the H matrices split off these blocks as direct 
summands, consider the space U = (xi, x2,. . .,x,,), and let V be the sub- 
space orthogonal to U under the H inner product. Since U n V = 0, the 
entire space is a direct sum of U and V. Let u E V; then u’Sx, = v’HZi_i = 0 
for i = 2 , . . . , p, and u”Sx i = 0. Hence V is also the orthogonal complement of 
U with respect to the S inner product, and so we do get a splitting for both S 
and H under a suitable basis. 
Now suppose that p is even. We already have a chain xi, x2,. . . , x,, of 
minimallengthpsuchthatx,#O,Sx,=O,andSx~=HjZ,_,fork=2,...,p, 
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and a nonzero vector yi such that Sy, = 0 and Re y[HZP # 0. We construct a 
new chain beginning with yi. Its length willCVbeijq > p. Since (by the chain 
conditions as before) yiH_y, = (- l)p-‘y~H@, , we get y:Ky, = - yiH_y,. 
Since H is Hermitian, yiH@, = ykZ$,, implying that YiQ, = 0 = y:Hij,. 
Similarly we have x[Ep = 0 = x;E,. Also we have y:HFj = -y:_ lHXj+,. 
We construct the H Gram matrix, 
Hll Hl, 
[ 1 H;r, 4.2 ’ 
on x l,...,X,,Y,,..., yP, noting that the cross diagonals in its four blocks are 
again composed of elements alternating in sign and conjugation, and also that 
x[mj=xiSyj+,=- yJf+,Sxl=O, j=l,...,p-1, 
y;H?, = y;Sx,+, = - ~f+~Sy, = 0, j=l,...,p-1. 
The blocks in the Gram matrix of H on the vectors xi, yi now have the form 
Hll = 
0- 
0 a 
0 0 
0 a i” b’ 
0 -a 0 -b 0 
. . . . . . 
Hl, = I. 
x 
-2 y 
x -ij 2 
-ii y -It w ’ 
x -ij 2 -iz u 
. . . . .I 
with a,b,c,... E Iw and x, y, z, w, . . . E C. 
We simplify the off diagonal blocks first, defining vectors zi to replace 
the yi by 
;ip-j+lY1 + xp-i+2Y2 + * * * + 'pY* (even i), 
zi = 
~,_,+lyi + ~,-,+sya + h * * + Apyi (odd i), 
where the Aj are complex scalars. Then the zi satisfy the chain conditions 
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Sz, = 0, Sz, = HZ,_, for i = 2,. ..,p. Since x;HZ, = ~,x~Hjji and x#ji is 
nonzero, we may choose A, such that x;HZ, = 1. We proceed to determine 
the other Ai recursively so that x;HZa = xLZ%Z, = * * * = xiH2, = 0. Having 
determined hp,hp_l,hp_2,...,Ap_-(k_l), we have 
+ known terms not involving A, _k, 
and since x;Hij, # 0, a choice of A,_, making xiHZk+i = 0 is possible. 
Thus we may now assume that in the H Gram matrix on 
xi,...,x,,y,,..., y,, (for p even) the Hi, block is - DP. 
We proceed next as in the case of elementary divisors of odd order for the 
infinite root, We simplify the upper left block of the H Gram matrix on 
xi,. . . , xP, y,, . . . , y,, by defining vectors w, to replace the xi by 
w, = A p-(+1x1+ * *a + A,Xi + pp-i+lyl + * * * + Ppyi 
for i = 1,. . . , p, where the hi and p1 are real scalars. Again, SW, = 0, 
Sw, = HEi_ 1 for i = 2,. . . , p. Since the matrix presently being simplified has 
the same structure as the S-matrix for odd order elementary divisors for root 
infinity, and we are using the same basis change, we may assume that this 
process yields Hi, = 0 and keeps Hi, = - OP. 
Again following the procedure for odd order elementary divisors for root 
infinity, we simplify the H, block by defining vectors z, to replace the yi by 
zi = y, + A,_,+lxl + * * * + A,_,x,_,, i=l,...,p, 
where the A, are real, and arrive (for p even) at the desired form: Z-Z,, = H, 
= 0, Hi, = - 0,. The corresponding S Gram matrix is now deduced to be 
0 PXP =P 1 I - =; opxp - 
Finally we check for splitting in the S and H Gram matrices. Let 
rJ== (x,,xs ,...,x,,y,,yg,..., y,), and let V be the subspace orthogonal to U 
under the H inner product. Then an easy argument shows that U n V - 0, 
and so V is an orthogonal complement to U with respect to the H inner 
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product. Let 2, E V. Then 
tAXi, 1 = v’HFi = 0 for i=l ,...,p-1, 
vtSyi+ 1 = dHij, = 0 for i=l,...,p-1, 
V’SX, = 0, 
dSy, = 0. 
Hence V is also an orthogonal complement of U with respect to the S inner 
product, and so a splitting occurs for both the S and H Gram matrices on a 
suitable common basis. 
Thus we may split away a block from S and one from H belonging to the 
root zero. Iterating this process, we may now assume that minimal indices, 
infinite roots, and zero roots are not present in f(S)- Af(He). 
7. ELEMENTARY DIVISORS FOR A REAL NONZERO ROOT 
No minimal indices, zero roots, or infinite roots now remain, so let a Z 0 
be a finite real root of det[puf(S)- f(H.$)] = 0. Recall that 
pf(S)-f(H() = -pSrn-HH,n . 
PS, + H, 1 
Since 
[ _‘: &f(S)-f(Hs)l[ _‘: ;]=-~f(Sk-f(H& 
if a is a real root of det[pf(Sl- _f(He>] = 0, then - a is also a root. 
Let the lowest degree elementary divisor of pf(S) - _f(Hc) belonging to 
any real root be (p - a)” belonging to the real root a. Then nonsingular real 
matrices Q and R exist such that R[pf(S) - f(H&>]Q has a direct summand 
Let f(xi> = Qei, w h ere the e, are the usual standard column unit vectors. 
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Then the equation chain 
fir = asx, + sx,, x,=0, 
II?, = a.%, + sx,, 
Hzp = asx, + sx,_, 
characterizes an elementary divisor for the real root a. Let Rte, = f(gr>. 
Using eiRf(S)Qe, = 1 and ekRf(H[)Q = aehRf(S>Q, it follows that 
o#f(Y,)ff(S)f(x,) =Rey@+ 
I@, + aSy, = 0. 
The second relation means that yr begins a chain for root - a. We build a 
chain from yr whose length o must be at least p, and hence there are 
vectors yz , . . . , yP satisfying 
@I= - asy, + sy,, Yo=O, 
Hi%= - asy, + sy,, 
qq= - asy, + sy_,. 
Consider the S Gram matrix on x,,x~,...,~,,Y~,Y~,...,Y,. Then the 
entries r:Sy, are real and 
xf_& = - XfSyk-,. 
To see this, calculate as follows: 
- +y, + XfSYk_I = +i-lk Z Ytzj = lJ~(USxj + sxj-l) 
-- 
=- a Xfsyk - xj-lsYk * 
Hence 
-i$riSyk+axfSyk =-r;Syk_r- xf_rSyk. 
Set j = k = 1 to get - ur:Sy, + ar~Sy, = 0, implying that r:Sy, is real. Now 
induct on j + k and assume that rfSyk is real for smaller values of j + k. 
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_ axfSyk + a xfsyk = - xf%k - 1 - xf- ,SYk E iI& 
Since the left side is a pure imaginary, both sides are zero, implying that 
xfSyk is real, as desired, and also that xfSyk_ 1 = - x;_ I&. 
In particular note that y:Sx, = - x;Sy, is real. Since it is already known 
to be nonzero, multiplication of all y, by a common real constant allows us to 
assume that 
y:sx, = 1. 
Note that setting j = 1, we get xisyk_ 1 = - x$& =Ofor k=l,...,p. 
We claim that all entries of the form xfSxj are zero. For 
P- a xfsxk - Xf-,SXk ,
whence 
2a Re xfsxk = - xfsxk_ 1 - xf_ lsxk . 
Set j = k = 1 to get 2 a Re x:Sx, = 0, implying that x ~SX, is purely imagi- 
nary. By induction on j + k, the right side is purely imaginary, and the left is 
purely real. Therefore, both sides are zero. Hence xfSxk is purely imaginary, 
and zfSxk_r = xj_,Sxk. Now the skew symmetry of S shows that all entries 
of the form xf Sxk are zero. 
Similarly all yfSyk are zero. 
The S Gram matrix on x,, . . . , xP, yr,. , . , y, therefore has the form 
where 
S 21 = 
1 
-1 c 
1 -c d 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
c,d,... ER. 
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We now change basis in order to simplify this matrix. Define vectors wi 
to replace the xi as follows: 
wi = hp_i+,X, + * - - + h,Xi, 
ie 1 , . . . , p, where the A j are real. The wi satisfy the chain equations for root 
a, 
ml =aSwr, HiZ,=aSwi+Swi_,, i52 ,..., p. 
We choose the hi so that y:Sw, = 1 and w;Sy, = w$y, = * * * = w;Sy, = 0. 
Take I, = 1 and then yfSw, = 1, as desired. Using induction on i, 
wfSy, = A,_i+l( - 1)’ freal terms, 
so that we may solve for A,_,+~ to make w:Sy, = 0. Renaming each wi as an 
xi, the S Gram matrix on xl,. . . , xp, y,, . . %, y,, has the form shown above with 
c=d= . . . = 0, that is, S,, = Dp. 
Then the form of the H Gram matrix on x,, . . . , xv, yl,. . . , y, is 
where 
42, = 
-a -“l 
a 1 0 
. . . 
* . . . .I = aD,, - L,.
Let V be the subspace orthogonal to U = (x,, . . . , xv, y,, . . . , y,) under the 
S inner product. A simple calculation shows that U n V = 0, so that V is the 
orthogonal complement of II under the S inner product. Then V is also 
the orthogonal complement of U with respect to the H inner product, since 
for any u E V we have 
O’Hq = d( asx, + Sx,_,) = 0, 
dffy, = d( - aSy, + Sy,_,) = 0. 
Hence under the x, y basis for U and a basis for V, both S and H split. 
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8. ELEMENTARY DIVISORS FOR A COMPLEX ROOT 
We may now assume that no minimal indices nor any elementary divisors 
for infinite, zero, or real nonzero roots are present in p-f(S) - f(H[). Then 
both f(S) and f(Ht) are nonsingular, so that both S and H are nonsingular. 
[For if f(S) annihilates a vector, so does S, and similarly for H.] Let (Y be a 
complex root of det[ puf(S) - f( H[)] = 0, that is, (Y is finite and nonreal. Then 
- (Y, (Y, and - Cu are also roots, since puf(S) - f(HE) has real coefficients and 
pf(S>-f(Ht> is equivalent to - pJc(S)- f(Ht). Let the lowest degree 
elementary divisor of pf(S) - f(He) belonging to any root (necessarily 
nonreal now) be (/J - (u)r’ belonging to the nonreal root LY. Then complex 
nonsingular matrices R and Q exist such that /J Rf(S)Q - Rf(He)Q has the 
p x p block 
j l . . . ;I-[ t : : : 4 
as a direct summand. Let zji = Qei, i = 1,. . . , p; then 
We separate these equations into real and imaginary parts. Let LY = a + ib 
and vj=tj+iuj,j=l,..., p, with real a, b, tj, uj. Then 
Now set tj = f(Tj) and uj =f(V,> w ere h 
vectors, and apply f-l, to get 
Tj and Uj are complex column 
Hq = S(aTj - bU,)+ STj_l, 
Hcj = S( bTj + aUj) + SUj_ 1 
(T,,=O, U,=O). 
Generating two new equations by multiplying the second by - i (or + i, 
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respectively) and adding to the first yields 
HZk = ZSyk + Syk_,> 
I@, = CxSXk + Sk-1 
(x,=0, Yo=% 
where xk=Tk+iUk and yk=Tk-iUk, k=O,l,...,p. 
Also note that eiaRf(S>Q = eiRf(Ht)Q. Setting Rte, = zl, and separat- 
ing zr = rr + is, into real and imaginary parts (t-r and sr are real vectors), 
we get 
f(&$r, =f(S>“h - bs,)> 
Now set rr = f(@,) and sr = f(Z,); then 
HP, = - S( up, - ba,), He,=-S(aa,+bp,). 
Generating two new equations by multiplying the second equation just 
displayed by i (or - i, respectively) and adding to the first gives 
HE, = - aSd 1, Hz, = - (YScl, cl, d, nonzero, 
where c, = p1 - ia, and d, = p1 + ia,. (If cr or d, were zero, both would 
be, and then both t-r and sr would be zero, a contradiction.) 
Hence cr and d, begin chains for root - E. Since p was the minima1 
length of any chain belonging to a complex root, if we build a chain ci and d, 
starting from c1 and d,, its length will be at least p, so that 
HE,=-aSdk+Sdk_,, 
Hd’i,=-ZSck+ScL_, 
(co = 0, d, = 0) 
for k = l,...,p. 
We claim that c!Sy, # 0. First note that eLRj(S)Qe, = 1, so that 
z~f(S)u, Z 0, or CT, + i.s,Yf(SXt, + iu,) f 0. Using r1 = f(p,), s, = f<Gl,>, 
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t, = j-(2-,), up = f(U,J, the last formula yields 
Re( p:ST, - giSUP) + i Re( p:SU, + g:STP) # 0. 
We need (for the proof of the claim) to show that c:Sy, =diSx,, and for 
this we need a preliminary calculation. First consider 
adfSxk + dfSxk_1s dfHYk = m = Yh( - ZSCj + SCj_1) 
-~ 
= ff cfsy, - C,t_,SYk , 
or 
cudjSxk _ Ly c;Sy, = - d;Sx,_, - cf- $Yk . 
Similarly, 
or 
-- 
= adjSxk - d;_,Sxk , 
ZCjSYk - ad;Sxk = - c;SY~-~ - df_,Sxk . 
Letting Sj, = cjSyk and ujk = d;Sxk, 
+-jk - sj,) = - aj,k-1 - Sj-l,k> 
@j, - zjfk) = - sj,k-1 - zj-l,k. 
We claim that Sjk = ajk for all j and k, whi_ch would give us c:Sy, =diSx, 
as desired. First, CY(V~~ - s,,) = 0 or uI1 = S,,. Reasoning by induction on 
j+k 
E(sjk - c,k) = - sj,k-, - +,,k = - S,,k-1 - S,-l,k* 
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Hence a,, = Sjk and Sj k-l = - Sj_,,k. That is, 
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c;Syk = d;Sx, , CjSYk - , = - cJ’_ lsyk. 
In particular, for j + k < p, we have cfSy, = f c;SY~+~ = 0. 
We return to showing that c:Sy, # 0. Suppose that c:Sy, = 0, whence 
d :Sx, = 0 also. Therefore 
4SY, = p;ST,, - a$~, - i( p;SU, + u:STp) = 0, 
d;Sx, = p;ST, - u;SUp + i( p;SU, + u;ST,) = 0. 
Add and also subtract these two equations, then cancel nonzero factors, to get 
p;ST, - u:SU,, = 0, p;SV, + u;STp = 0. 
These two equations contradict Re(p:ST, - a:SU,>+ i Re(piSU, + a:STJ Z 
0, which was proved above. 
We may conclude that c:Sy, z 0. Multiplication of the ci by an appropri- 
ate complex constant and the di by its conjugate allows us to assume that 
c:Sy, = 1 while preserving the chain conditions. 
In the S Gram matrix on xl,...,xp,yl ,..., yP,cl ,..., c,,d, ,..., d,, we 
have 
- - 
=- a Y&k - Y;- &k ) 
- - 
=- axgsxl, - xf-,Sx, , 
so that 
axfSxk + a yfSyk = - xfSxk-l - yf_,syk , 
‘Yyjsyk + axisxk = - yjsyk_ 1 - xf- lsxk . 
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Letting Sjk = xjSxk and qik = yjSyk, we have 
~(Sjk + ~j~)= - sj,li-l - oj-l,k, 
cy(cQ + Sjk) = - q,k_l - Sj_l,k. 
We claim that Sjk = 0 = q for all j and k. By skew symmetry, S,, = uI1 = 0 
and thus S,, = - a,,. By induction on j + k, we use the two equations just 
displayed to show that 5, = - Sjk for all j and k: 
cr(Sjk + irj,) = - Sj,k-l + Sj-,,k, z(cQ + Sjk) = s,,,_, - Sj-l.k, 
so that Sj,li_, = Sj_,,k and Sjk = - Zjk. The skew symmetry of S now implies 
Sjk = ujk = 0 for j, k = 1,. . . , p. That is, 
XJSX, = yjsyk = 0 for j,k=l,..., p. 
Similarly 
c;ScI, = d;Sd, = 0 for j,k=l,..., p. 
Now consider entries in the S Gram matrix of the form xiSyk: 
CA!yJSXk + yjfSXk_1 = yjHij, = Y:@j = Si (aSxj + “,j-l) 
___ ___ 
=- axfsyk - Xf_,SlJk ,
so that 
ffy& + ffx;sy, = - YjlSXk-,- &SYk . 
Similarly 
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so that 
iix;syk + a y;q = - XfSyk-I - y;_,sq . 
Letting tjk = x:Syk and rjk = y:Sxk = - tkj, We have 
(Yrjk+(Ytjk=-rj k_I-ij-1 k=tk-l,j-jj_l,k> 
ajk + cYTjk = - t 
J,k-1 
- ;ij_l k = - tj,k_l + tk,j-1. 
The analysis so far in this section has used no special property of the root 
CI other than being a nonreal complex number. We must now separate the 
cases in which (Y is or is not purely imaginary. Let the nonreal number (Y not 
be purely imaginary. 
Let j = k = 1 to get - at,, +at,, = 0 and 5,, - cui,, = 0. Then t,, = 0, 
since (Y is not pure imaginary and not real. We now prove that tjk = 0 for 
j,k = l,..., p, using induction on j + k and the last displayed equations to 
get atjk = atkj and Ztjk = atkj, from which tjk = 0 follows. Thus 
xfsy, = yjtsxk = 0 for j,k=l,..., p. 
Similarly, 
Cfsdk = dfsc, = 0 for j,k=l,..., p. 
Consider next the S Gram matrix entries of the forms XfSck and yj”Sdk: 
-- 
- iix;Sck + $%k_l= XjHd’-, = d:HZj = i$( i%yj + Syj+) 
-- 
=- (Y y;Sd, - y;-,Sdk , 
-- 
- ay;sdk + y;sdk_, = y,‘Hc, = C#jj = E;( ~2%~ + sXj+ ) 
=- ff+%k - x;_,!kk , 
so that 
- ikfsck + a yjfSdk = - X;sCk-, - y;-,Sd, , 
- (Yy;Sd, + (YXfSCk = - y;Sd,_, - x;_&k . 
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Let SJ, = xjSck and ojk = yjSd,, 
- zsjk + ‘Yzjk = - sj,k_l - ffj_,,k 7 
- “ujk + asjk = - uj,k_, - $-l,k. 
By an argument similar to the one above, we deduce that Sjk = ujk = 0 for 
j,k=l,..., p, and hence 
Xf!kk = y;sdk = 0 for j,k=l,..., p. 
We have shown that the S Gram matrix on x~,...,x,,Y~,...,Y,, 
Cl,..., c,,d Ir.. . , d, has the structure 
where 
I zi0 M 0 
M= 
1 
. . 
1 
-1 x 
1 --x Y 
-1 ’ X -y .I 23 
--x y -2 w 
. . . 
with perhaps complex elements X, y, z, w, . . . . 
Only one basis change is needed to simplify M. Define vectors wi and zi 
to replace the xi and yi by 
Wi = hp_i+lX1 + “. + h,Xi, zi =x p-iflY + . * ’ + ;ipyi 
for i = 1,. . . , p. The wi and zi satisfy the same chain equations that the xi 
and yi satisfied: 
a, = z3z,, mi = cvszi + sz, _ , , 
HE, = aSw,, HZi = aSwi + SW,_,. 
i = 2,...,p, 
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Thus this basis change will not change to nonzero values any of the elements 
in the S Gram matrix that were deduced to be zero. We want to choose 
Al> A a,. . . , A, so that c:Sz, = 1 and c;Sz, = c:Sz, = . * * = c;Sz, = 0. Choos- 
ing A,=l, we get c~Sz,=l. Having found Ap_-k+e,Ap_-k+3r...,Ap, the 
coefficient of Ap_k+ 1 in 
c:sz, = c:sp,y, + *. * + A,y,) = A,_~+&y,-k,, + . . * + ~,c:sy, 
is ~$Sy,_~+r = (- l)k-‘, so that c:Sz, = 0 when Ap_k+l is suitably chosen. 
After renaming the wi and zi as xi and yi, we arrive at the desired form 
for the S Gram matrix on x1 ,..., x,,yl ,..., y,,c,,...,c,,d,,...,d,: 
0 0 0 -0; 
0 0 -0; 0 
Using the chain equations, we construct the H Gram matrix on 
~1,...,~~,~1,...,~~,~1,...,~~,dl,...,d~: 
I iiDp 0 - aDp- 0 aD;- 0 L; iiD; 0 - L; 1 . L, L, 
To complete the case of (Y not purely imaginary, we must show that these 
blocks split off as direct summands in the S and H matrices. Let U = 
(r ,,...,x~,Y~,...,Y~,c~,...,c~.~,,....~~), and let V be the subspace orthog- 
onal to U with respect to the S inner product. Then U n V = 0, so that V is 
the orthogonal complement of U with respect to the S inner product. Also V 
is orthogonal to U under the N inner product. Hence we achieve the desired 
splitting in the S and H matrices. 
Now let nonreal (Y be purely imaginary. We first show that there exist 
chains x r,. . . , x,, and yr,. . ., yP such that 
HI?, = - aSyk + Sy,_,, Hi& = d&I, + sx&l (x,=y,=O), 
x;sy, z 0. 
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If for the xi and yi chains constructed at the very start of this section we 
have x:Syr, # 0, then we have the desired chains. We also know from the 
start of this section that chains c,, . . . , cr, and d,, . . , d,) exist with 
HE,=-(~sd~+sd~_~, H&=aScI,+ScI,_, (c,=d,=O), 
If c:Sd, # 0, then we have the desired chains. If x:Sy,, = 0 and cESd, = 0, 
we construct the desired chains as follows. For p odd, we choose a complex 
scalar A such that AciSy, 
d; = Adi, i = 1,. . . , 
is purely imaginary, then set c,! = Aci and 
p. For p even, we choose a complex scalar h such that 
AciSy, is real, and again set ci = Aci and di = Adj, i = 1,. . , p. Rename the 
c,! and di as ci and dj. Finally, form two new chains wi = xi + ci and 
zi = yi + di. Then 
w;szr, =x;Sd,, + c;Sy,. 
Because cjlSyk =djS xk and ciSyk_i = - cj_,Syk (both proved earlier), 
w;sz, = ( - l)P c;sy, + c;syp. 
Since w:SZ, = 2i Im c:Sy,, # 0 for odd p, or wi!%,, = 2Re c:Syr, # 0 for even 
p, we have found the desired chains. 
After renaming the wk and zk as xk and yk, the chain vectors xi,. ., x,, 
and y,,..., y,, satisfy xiSy, # 0. 
Looking now at the S Gram matrix on x,, . . , xp, y,, . , y,,, we already 
know that its entries xjSx, and y;Sy, are zero for j, k = 1,. . , p. To deter- 
mine the relationships among elements of the form xjSy, we calculate in the 
usual manner: 
- ___ 
= xg - asyj + SYj_,) = -a yjsx, - y;_,SQ > 
so that 
- axjsyk + CY y;sx/( = - XfSy&I - yj-pxk 
Similarly, 
ay;sx, - ff xfsy, = - ypXk_, - xj-,SYk 
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Letting Sj, = xfSyk, so that yj’Sx, = - Skj, we have 
By induction on j + k, these imply Sjk = - Skj and - Sj,k_l + S,,j_, = 0. 
Hence S,, j_ 1 = Sj,k _ I = - S, _ i, j. Thus cross diagonal elements alternate in 
sign.AlsoSLj_,=-S,j=Oforj=l,...,p.Letting j=k inSjk=-Skj,we 
get Sjj = - Sjj, so that Sjj Ls purely imaginary. Letting j = k in - Sj,k_l + 
S,, j_ 1 = 0, we get Sj, j_ 1 = Sj, j_ 1, so that Sj, j_ 1 is real. Hence the block with 
elements x:Sy, in the S Gram matrix has one of two possible forms. If p is 
I .- 
odd, it is 
[. _~i ; !j i], a,b,c,d,... ER, a+% 
and if p is even, it is 
[. _.a !i [i i], a,b,c,d ,... ER, a+O. 
One basis change will simplify this block. Define vectors wi and 
replace the ri and yi: 
wi = A ,-i+rXr+ “* +h,Xj, 
zi = h p-iflY + ' * * + ApYi7 
i=l >.a., P. 
such that 
w~S.z, = si or E according as p is odd or even, with E = f 1, 
:i to 
and wfSz,, = 0 for i = 2 ,..., p. The Ai are complex scalars. The wi and zi 
satisfy the chain equations that the xi and yi satisfied. Now w~SZ,, = 
h,i,xiSy,. If p is odd, x:Sy, is purely imaginary and a real A, may be 
chosen to make w:Sz, = Ei. If p is even, xfSy, is real and a real A, may be 
chosen to make w:S.z, = E. 
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Continuing by induction, we determine hp_2k real and Xp_Bk+l purely 
imaginary such that wESzI,=O for i=2,...,p. 
Therefore, on the basis presently at hand, the S Gram matrix is 
i7i 
-Ei 0 =EiD 
.5i . .I 0 0 P for p odd, 
where S,, is 
or 
= &Dp for p even, 
. . . . 
with E = f 1. The corresponding H Gram matrix involves the root (Y = bi, 
with b real, and has the form 
where H,, is 
E 
b 
-b -i 
b i 0 
. . . 1 for p odd, 
or 
- bi 
& bi -1 
i. . . * 
-bi 1 0 1 for p even, 
and H,, = si,, in both cases. 
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By the usual argument, a basis exists to make these blocks split away in 
both the S and H Gram matrices. 
9. UNIQUENESS OF SIGNATURES 
It remains to prove the uniqueness of the signatures of(i) the even order 
elementary divisors for the infinite root, (ii) the odd order elementary 
divisors for the zero root, and (iii) the elementary divisors for purely 
imaginary roots. 
First consider the elementary divisors of even order p for the infinite 
root. Each of these elementary divisors is obtained from a vector chain 
x1,x a,...,~~ satisfying 
E1=0, II?k=Sxk_I for k=%...,p, 
and 
x$x, = E, 
E = f 1 being the signature. Let V”‘) be the set of all chains (xi,. . . , XJ 
satisfying l-I?i=Oand H?k=Sxk_l for k=z,...,p,but x:Sx, neednotbe 
f 1. We make V(P) into a finite dimensional vector space over C. By 
definition, two chains Y = {y,, . . . , yP} and Z = {z,, . . . , zPl are equal if and 
only if yI,=zk for k-l ,..., p. The sum Y+Z is {yi+z,,...,y +.a,), and 
the scalar product (YX is a(~,, . . ., xp) = {ax,, 5x,,. . .,E(p-l)~p) f!rr (Y E Q). 
Define a functional 40 : VCp) XVCp) + @ by cp(X, Y) = x~SCJ,. The chain 
equations imply yfSx, = - y,!_iS~~+~, so that y:Sx, =xiSy,,, since p is even 
and S is skew. Hence 40 is Hermitian. 
We now show that cp(X, Y) = cp(W, V) if the chains X, Y and W, V are 
related by 
wi = A p__i+lXl + A,_,+p,x2 + * * * + hpxi, 
"i=Pp-_i+lYl+Pp-_i+2Y2 + “* +PpYt, 
i=l ,...,p, 
where the A, and pj are real scalars with A, = kP = 1. Note that W and V 
are indeed chains for any choice of the real scalars A,, pj. Since xiSyj = 0 
(for j < p>, w:Sv, = h,~,,x:Sy, = x:SyP, that is, cp(W,V) = cp(X,Y). Observe 
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also that xfSyj = -xi_,Syj+, 
has cross diagonals 
(for j < p and i > I>, so that the matrix [xfSy,] 
alternating in sign and conjugation, with zero elements in 
the first p - 1 positions of the top row, since xlSy,f = 0 for j < p. 
As was shown in Section 5, given a chain X with (p(X,X> = xjSx,, 
nonzero, a choice of the real scalars hi exists such that the S Gram matrix on 
the vectors of the W chain is F, D,], and if cp(X, X) = E,, this choice will have 
A, = 1 and the signatm-e E, will be preserved: E,, = E,. Similarly, if (p(Y,Y) 
=& a choice of the pi exists with p,, = 1 such that the S Gram matrix on 
the ‘i; chain is .sy D,,, etc. If X and Y are orthogonal under cp, then so are V 
and W. 
Choose a basis X, Y, 2,. . . , W of Vcr,) under which cp takes its diagonal 
canonical form, so that the Gram matrix of cp on this basis is diag(s,,ey, 
s,, . . , c,, 0 ,..., 01, where E~,E,,,E_ ,..., E,, are each + 1. Let r be the rank of 
cp, so that X, Y, 2,. . . , W comprise r chains. Collect the vectors in the chains 
X,Y,Z ,,.., W in a set U: 
Consider the S Gram matrix on the vectors of U. It partitions into an r x T 
block matrix [S,,] in which each block is p X p. Owing to the properties 
xiSyj = --~f_iSz~~+, (for j < p, i > 1) and xfSyj = 0 (for j < p). with xiSyP = 0 
when the chain Y is orthogonal under cp to the chain X, each of the blocks 
Sij has the form 
for complex entries a, b, c, d, . . . . In the main diagonal blocks Sii the element 
a is E = f 1, and in the off diagonal blocks Sij the element a is zero owing to 
the orthogonality of the chains. By changing the chain X to a new chain X, 
as explained above, the block S,, is converted to E, D,,, without changing the 
value of E,, and all other aspects of the matrix [S,,] are unchanged, including 
the pairwise orthogonality of the chains X, Y, Z, . . . . Introduce a new chain 
y, defined by 
i 
yi + hp_i+-lX1 + *. * +$,-,x,-l> for odd i , 
Qi = 
yi +;ip_i+,r, + . *. + Xp-l~i_-l, for even i, 
i=l,..., p, and the Aj are complex scalars. Then P is a chain, still orthogonal 
to the chains X, Z,. ., and rp(fy) = rp(Y,Y). By recursion, using q(X, X) = 
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xi%, z 0, the hj may be chosen so that the block S,, in the S Gram matrix 
based on the vectors in X,Y, Z , . . ., W is zero. Renaming Y as Y, we have 
S,, = 0. Repeat this procedure with 2, making S,, zero while preserving all 
cp inner products, etc., until all of S,,, S,,, S,,, . . . , S,, are zero. Then change 
Y to a new chain so that S,, becomes .sy 0,. And then make S,, zero, make 
S,, zero,. . . , while preserving all cp inner products, etc., and then change Z 
to a new chain so that S,, becomes E, 0,. This argument continues in an 
obvious manner. 
When this process ends, the set U of vectors is changed to another set 
(still called U) spanning the same space, 9, as the original set U, and on 
which the S Gram matrix is the direct sum E, DP, &y D,,, E, DP,. . . , E, DP for 
the values of eI, eyreZ,. . ., E, that appeared in the canonical form for p. By 
the chain equations the H Gram matrix based on U is the direct sum 
- 
e& - +,, - E&,, . . . , - E,L,,. Let Y be the subspace orthogonal to 
the space Q under the S inner product. Then % n Y= 0, and by the chain 
equations the subspace Y is orthogonal to Q under the H inner product. 
Thus on the vectors of U joined to a basis for Y to make a basis for the 
entire space, the S and H Gram matrices both split, with the leading portion 
exhibiting a direct sum of blocks belonging to the elementary divisor pp, 
repeated r times. 
On Y the pair (S, H) cannot have any elementary divisor pp (although it 
might have pk for ak # p). For if such an elementary divisor existed, a chain 
V giving it would be orthogonal to X, Y, 2,. . . , W under cp, and would satisfy 
q(V, V) = E, = f 1. But then the canonical form of cp would have one more 
nonzero diagonal element, and this is not possible. Consequently, the unique 
number of elementary divisors PP of even degree p for the infinite root is 
the rank r of 9. The signatures belonging to these elementary divisors are 
unique, because a decomposition of (S, H) into a direct sum of r blocks 
belonging to pp, with some other signatures nl,. . . , q,., would yield T- chains 
pairwise orthogonal under Q with Q norms nr,. . . ,T, (each f 1) and 
therefore would induce a canonical form diag(n,, . . . ,v,) for Q. The law of 
inertia, applied to Q, now shows that the ni must be ax, Ed, E,, . . . , E, in some 
order. 
This completes the proof of the uniqueness of the signatures of the 
elementary divisors PJ’ for the infinite root with p even. 
The reasoning is similar for elementary divisors of odd order for the zero 
root. The vectors in a chain rl,...,rp giving an elementary divisor of odd 
order for root zero satisfy 
Sr,=O and Sxk=fik_r for k=Z,...,p, 
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The inner product on chains now is cp(X, Y) = x EHij, = y: HZ, = cp( Y, X) , and 
thus is Hermitian. Now the above argument is repeated with minor changes. 
In the case of elementary divisors for a purely imaginary root (Y = bi, 
separate arguments are needed depending on the parity of p. First let p be 
even, and consider an elementary divisor (CL - (Y>P with signature E. This 
signed elementary divisor arises from a pair of chains x,, . . . , xp and y,, . . . , y,, 
satisfying 
HZ,=-asy,+syk-,> Hi& = asx, + SXk_1, 
-QY, = E, 
for k=l , . . . , p and x0 = y0 = 0. This time let an element of Vcp) be 
a 2p-tuple X = (xi,. . . , xp, yl,. . , yP). Two such 2p-tuples x= 
(ri ,..., xP, yi,.. ., yJ and C =(ci ,..., cP, d,, . . . . d,,l are equal if and only if 
xi = ci and yi = di for i = 1,. . ., p. For a complex scalar y define yX = 
Y{X i,...,x,,y,,...,y,l to be ~Y~,,Y~~,...,Y~,,YY~,~Y~~...,~Y~~, and note 
that if X and C are elements of V (r) then /3X + yC is also an element of 
V(P) for any complex scalars fl and y, under the natural definition of + . 
We d,+ine cp : V(I)) X VCp) * @ b y 90(X, C) =*d,. Note that cp(X, Cl = 
xESd,, =y~Sc,=(-l)p-ly~Sc,=(-l)Pc~Sy,=c~Sy,,=cp(C,X), and hence cp 
is Hermirian. As with the xk and yk, here HFk = - aSd, + Sd,_ I and 
Hzk = a%, + SC~_~, but because Cu = - LY, the chains x, y,c,d satisfy the 
equations shown near the start of Section 8, so that the conclusions of the 
discussion there hold. Thus we have cjSyk =djSx,, cjSyk_, = - cj’_ lSyk, 
x:Sc, = 0, yjSdE, = 0. Hence the 2p-square matrix 
[ xfsck] [ xjsd,] 
[ y;Sc,] [ y;S&] I 
of S inner products has the form 
with T having cross diagonal elements alternating in sign and all elements 
above the principal cross diagonal zero. If the chains c, d are the chains x, y, 
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then T has the structure 
Now finish the argument as in the case of elementary divisors of even 
order p for the infinite root. Choose a basis of V”‘) so that the Gram matrix 
of cp on this basis is in canonical diagonal form with r diagonal elements + 1. 
The set U now consists of the 2pr vectors in the chains giving the 
nonsingular part of the diagonal matrix of cp. Again, the S Gram matrix on 
the vectors of U partitions as [S,,] but with each Sij having the form 
0 PXP T 
i 1 T opxp 
as above. Now we follow the step by step procedure as before to bring the S 
Gram matrix to a simple form by adjusting the vectors in U. Begin by making 
then Sij = 0 for j = 2,. . . , r, etc. Note that if the chains X,Y are modified to 
chains X,Y in order to give S,, this preferred form, the transformation 
equations are 
fi = A p_i+lX1 + ’ * ’ + hpxi7 cji = A,_i+,y, + *. . + &Yi, i=l ,.*., P, 
as in Section 8. If S,, is bilinearly dependent on the chains X, Y and W, 2, 
the transformation equations to new chains W, 2 to make it zero are 
5, = Wi + A,_i+lXl+ *. ’ + Ap-lXi_l, 
fi = zi + Ji p--i+&+ -* * + hp-lyi-lT 
i=l , . . . , p, with the Ai chosen in succession to make r,SZ, = r&Z, = * * - = 
0. The ultimate conclusion is that the signatures must be those of cp and 
therefore are unique. 
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For odd p use a different definition of cp. Let qo(X, C) = (I/blxfHE,,, 
where cy = bi. Note that 
and 
1 l---- 
cp( C, X) = :c;H?, = g r;HE, = ; xi,< - (YSd,) 
= i x:,Sd, = iy;Sc, = i( - 1) I’-’ yjSc, = - ic+j,. 
Therefore cp(X, C) = Cp(C, X), and cp is Hermitian. Note that 
10. APPLICATION OF f 
Theorem 2 includes assertions about the elementary divisors of f(S)- 
hf(Ht). Th ese o . f 11 ow by applying f to the various blocks, then computing 
the elementary divisors. 
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